Much structural work on NP-complete sets has exploited SAT's d-self-reducibility. In this paper we exploit the additional fact that SAT is a d-cylinder to show that NP-complete sets are p-superterse unless P = NP. In fact, every set that is NP-hard under polynomial-time n o(1) -tt reductions is p-superterse unless P = NP. In particular no p-selective set is NP-hard under polynomialtime n o(1) -tt reductions unless P = NP. In addition, no easily countable set is NP-hard under Turing reductions unless P = NP. Self-reducibility does not seem to su ce for our main result: in a relativized world, we construct a d-selfreducible set in NP ? P that is polynomial-time 2-tt reducible to a p-selective set.
Introduction
Assume we are given a set A f0; 1g . Even if A is intractable there might be a way to compute some partial information about A e ciently, i.e., in polynomial time.
We are interested in information of the following kind: Given a list of k strings x 1 ; : : :; x k (here k 1 is xed) there are a priori 2 k possibilities of how the characteristic function of A is de ned on x 1 ; : : :; x k . Can we exclude in polynomial time at least one of these possibilities?
If this is possible for some k 1 we call A approximable; if this is not possible for all k 1 we call A p-superterse. (So the approximable sets are just the non-p-superterse sets.) Let F A k (x 1 ; : : :; x k ) = ( A (x 1 ); : : : ; A (x k )) denote the k-ary membership function of A. A well-known class of approximable sets are the p-selective sets of Selman 31 ]. There we can exclude one of four possibilities for F A 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ).
The notion p-superterse was introduced by Beigel 6] and was studied in several recent papers, e.g. in 2], 8], 10]. Originally, it was de ned via \bounded query classes": A set A is p-superterse i for every k 1 and all oracles X, F A k cannot be computed by any polynomial-time oracle Turing machine (OTM) with fewer than k queries to X. Intuitively, there is no way to save a query, regardless of the oracle.
There are various subclasses of approximable sets that have been studied. A set A is cheatable 6] i there is a constant c such that for every k we can compute in polynomial time a set of c possibilities for F A k (x 1 ; : : :; x k ). A set A is easily countable 17] i for some k 1 and all pairwise distinct x 1 ; : : : ; x k we can exclude at least one possibility for the cardinality of A \ fx 1 ; : : : ; x k g. Both are proper subclasses of approximable sets.
Are there natural approximable sets, for instance NP-complete sets? Under the hypothesis that P 6 = NP, Beigel 10] proved that SAT is not cheatable, and Hoene and Nickelsen 17] proved that SAT is not easily countable.
In this paper we show that SAT is p-superterse unless P = NP. In fact, we even show that if SAT is tt-reducible to an approximable set by a tt-reduction with n o (1) queries, then P = NP. This also solves an open problem on p-selective sets, since it was not known whether the existence of a p-selective btt-hard set for NP implies P = NP. Furthermore we show that no T-hard set for NP is easily countable unless P = NP. Previously this was only known for m-hard sets.
We also make progress on a question of Krentel 23] : Is every function computable in polynomial time with parallel queries to SAT, also computable in polynomial time with O(log n) sequential queries to SAT? We show that if P 6 = NP then for every < 1 there is a function computable in polynomial time with log n parallel queries to SAT, which is not computable with log n sequential queries to SAT. (Here log denotes the logarithm with base 2.)
We obtain several other results on the structure of approximable sets, e.g., we investigate di erent types of approximable cylinders, and we provide relativizations which show that some of our results are optimal (w.r.t. relativizing proof techniques). Recall that every self-reducible set which is 1-tt-reducible to a p-selective set is in P 13] . We show that this result will not be improved by relativizing techniques: there is an oracle relative to which P 6 = NP and there exists a d-self-reducible T-complete set which is 2-tt-reducible to a p-selective set in NP.
The main results of Sections 4, 5 have been obtained independently and at the same time by Agrawal and Arvind 1] and Ogihara 29] .
All unexplained notations and de nitions are standard as e.g. in 5] . FP denotes the set of all polynomial-time computable functions. ! = f0; 1; : : :g is the set of all natural numbers. For 2 f0; 1g we denote by i] the i-th bit of , 1 i j j. j is the initial segment of of length j ? 1; 1 = , the empty string. Let be the following proper lexicographic ordering on strings ; 2 f0; 1g : , ( is an initial segment of or there exists i < j j such that and agree in the rst i ? 1 De nition 2.4 (P-selective) A is p-selective i there is a function f 2 FP such that f(x; y) 2 fx; yg and x 2 A _ y 2 A ) f(x; y) 2 A for all x; y.
The notion \p-selective" was introduced by Selman in 31], the recursion theoretic version \semirecursive" is due to Jockusch 20] . Note that if A is p-selective then A is (1; 2) p -recursive. Thus, the p-selective sets form a subclass of the approximable sets.
The recursion theoretic counterparts of \cheatable", \easily approximable" and \easily countable" are all equivalent to \recursive". We refer the reader to 14, 26] for further background on the proof of this equivalence. In complexity theory the picture is quite di erent. The following implications hold. Note that every paddable set which is easily approximable is in P (using majority voting). Since there exist easily approximable sets not in P, it follows that the easily approximable sets are not closed under p m . Also the cylinders of cheatable sets, which are again cheatable, are not easily approximable. (As usual, the cylinder of A is the set f(x; y) : x 2 A^y 2 f0; 1g g.)
On the other hand, the easily approximable set B constructed in Theorem 2.9 below is not cheatable (since a p-superterse set is tt-reducible to B).
We now show that easily approximable sets are not closed under tt-reduction, even worse: There is a p-superterse set which is tt-reducible to an easily approximable set. 3 we can compute the intervals to which they belong. Let J k be the interval with the largest index. Since 2 jx i j (tow(k)) 2 
Approximable cylinders
A set A is a bd-cylinder i there is f 2 FP such that (8x; y) x 2 A _ y 2 A , f(x; y) 2 A]. A bc-cylinder is de ned similarly: _ is replaced by^. A set is a bpttcylinder i it is a bd-cylinder and a bc-cylinder. Finally, A is a btt-cylinder i A is a bptt-cylinder and A p m A.
If A is a bptt-cylinder then for every xed k there is a polynomial-time algorithm which takes as input a monotone k-ary Boolean function h (given by a table) and k strings x 1 ; : : :; x k , and outputs x with A (x) = h( A (x 1 ); : : :; A (x k )). If A is a bttcylinder then there is a such an algorithm which works for arbitrary k-ary Boolean functions.
In 6, Theorem 5.6.2] it is shown that every approximable btt-cylinder is cheatable. We shall now give a re ned version of this result, with optimal bounds. there is an a-cheatable set which is not (a ? 1)-cheatable. The btt-cylinder of an a-cheatable set is again a-cheatable (this uses that every (a; a) p -verbose set is also (a; b) p -verbose for b 1). Hence there is an a-cheatable btt-cylinder A which is not (a ? 1)-cheatable. Theorem 3.2 Let A be a bptt-cylinder.
(1) A is easily countable i A is cheatable. (2) A is easily k-countable i A is k-cheatable.
Proof: (1) follows from (2) and the \if"-direction of (2) is obvious 17]. For the last case, the \only-if"-direction of (2), assume that A is a bptt-cylinder and A is easily k-countable via f 2 FP. We show that A is (k; k) p -verbose. Given x 1 ; : : :; x k we need to enumerate in polynomial time a set D of at most k possibilities for F A k (x 1 ; : : :; x k ) such that the correct one is among them.
Using that A is a bptt-cylinder we can compute for every string 2 f0; 1g k a value y( ) such that y( ) 2 A , (1) There exist approximable bptt-cylinders which are not cheatable, e.g., every p-selective set is a bptt-cylinder, but there are non-cheatable p-selective sets.
(2) The theorem does not hold if we require that A is a bc-cylinder (or bd-cylinder) instead of bptt-cylinder: The set B from Theorem 2.9 is an easily 2-countable bccylinder but is not cheatable.
SAT is a bptt-cylinder. Thus, by Theorem 3.2 (1), if SAT is easily countable then SAT is cheatable, and hence, by 10, Corollary 5.10], SAT 2 P. This is an alternative proof of the result of Hoene and Nickelsen 17, Corollary 9] that SAT is not easily countable unless P = NP. In the following sections we generalize this result in two directions: We show that SAT is not approximable unless P = NP, and we show that no T-hard set for NP is easily countable unless P = NP.
4 Are NP-hard sets p-superterse?
Since a positive answer to this question implies P 6 = NP we can only hope to answer it under some reasonable hypothesis. Also note that for the notion \NP-hard" we have to specify a polynomial-time reduction. Previously, it was not even known whether an m-complete set for NP must be p-superterse if P 6 = NP. The following results were the best known. ) 32].
In the following we generalize those three results for the case of sets that are NPhard under n o(1) -tt reductions. In particular, we show that every btt-hard set for NP is p-superterse unless P = NP. Since p-selective sets are approximable, this implies that SAT is not btt-reducible to a p-selective set unless P = NP.
First we illustrate the technique by showing that every d-self-reducible bd-cylinder is p-superterse unless it is in P. Theorem 4.2 Let A be d-self-reducible and a bd-cylinder. Then either A 2 P or A is p-superterse.
Proof: Assume that A is a d-self-reducible bd-cylinder. Further suppose that A is (2 k ? 1; k) p -verbose. We describe a polynomial-time decision procedure for A. Let A be d-self-reducible via M () and let p(n) be a polynomial that bounds the run-time of M () . For each x we get a d-self-reduction tree T such that x is the root of T and the successors of each inner node y are the strings z, jzj < jyj, queried by M A on input y. Furthermore y 2 A i at least one of its successors is in A. There are at most jxj many levels of T. We expand T level by level. But before we expand level i + 1 we apply a pruning algorithm until at most 2 k nodes remain in level i. Since each node has at most p(jxj) many successors we have to deal in each level with at most 2 k p(jxj) many nodes. The pruning algorithm will need polynomial time to prune one node. Thus the whole procedure runs in polynomial time. In the end we know M A (y) for all leaves of the pruned tree. Then x 2 A , M A (y) = 1 for some leaf y. The pruning algorithm is based on the following fact. When we expand level i we get a list L of nodes with the invariant that x 2 A , A\L 6 = ;. First we discard all duplicates. Then, as long as jLj 2 k we select a subset D L with jDj = 2 k and eliminate one element of D according to the Lemma. In this way we reduce jLj and maintain the invariant. After at most 2 k p(jxj) iterations we have jLj < 2 k . Now we compute the successors of the nodes in L, which de nes the list for level i+1. This completes the description of our decision procedure.
Well-known natural examples of d-self-reducible bd-cylinders are SAT, GI (the Graph Isomorphism Problem), and GA (the Graph Automorphism Problem). See 22] for more information on GI and GA. We get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4 SAT, GI, and GA are either p-superterse or in P.
Using Fact 2.8 (2) , that approximable sets are closed under btt-reductions, we get: Corollary 4.5 Every btt-hard set for NP is p-superterse unless P = NP.
How far can this be generalized? We do not know if it holds for tt-hard sets. Our best result in this direction works for tt-reductions with n o(1) parallel queries. Versions of the following theorem were obtained simultaneously and independently by Agrawal and Arvind 1] (who consider only p-selectiveness), by Ogihara 29] (who considers p-selectiveness and a notion closely related to verboseness), and by ourselves. Before seeing the other two papers, we stated our results only for n o(1) -tt reductions; however, the proof we give now is essentially the same as our original. 
Computing functions with queries to NP
The methods from the previous section have a further application: They allow us to improve a result of Krentel 23] . Let FP SAT denote the class of all function that can be computed in polynomial time with an oracle for SAT. FP SAT g(n)-T is the class of all functions f 2 FP SAT that can be computed using at most g(n) adaptive queries on inputs of length n. FP SAT tt and FP SAT g(n)-tt are the corresponding nonadaptive version. Informally, if g(n) + 1 adaptive queries to SAT can be simulated by g(n) adaptive queries to any oracle then P = NP. We shall now show that the conclusion holds already under the weaker hypothesis that g(n) + 1 nonadaptive queries to SAT can be simulated by g(n) adaptive queries. Theorem 5.2 Let g be smooth and g(n) c log n for some c < 1. On input x, jxj = n, we expand the d-self-reduction tree of x until we get in some level more than 2 k nodes, then we discard nodes until we are left with less than 2 k nodes, then we expand the next level, etc. Here k is a function of n that will be determined later.
We select a set of 2 k nodes, form the corresponding sets D i and compute the y i . Here y i is a disjunction of at most 2 k formulas of length at most n. Let y = y 1 # : : :#y k .
We have jy i j 4 n 2 k and jyj 16 6 On self-reducibility and easily countable sets
In this section we look at self-reducible sets that are approximable in some strong sense. The following fact suggests these sets are likely to be in P.
Fact 6.1 (1) Every self-reducible cheatable set is in P 2, Theorem 20].
(2) Every d-self-reducible easily countable set is in P 17, Theorem 8].
(3) Every self-reducible p-selective set is in P 13, Corollary 6]. We show that every self-reducible easily approximable set is in P, and extend (2) by showing that every d-self-reducible set which is T-reducible to an easily countable set is in P.
First we show that every easily countable self-reducible set A is already tt-selfreducible. To this end we need a way to convert a T-reduction to A into a tt-reduction. We will apply a combinatorial tool which was used in recursion theory for the proof of the Cardinality Theorem in 24]: The trees of bounded rank.
De nition 6.2 Let B r be the full binary tree of depth r. The rank of a tree T is the greatest r such that B r is embeddable into T.
As we shall show, binary trees of bounded rank and polynomial depth have polynomial size. Hence if the computation tree of a T-reduction has bounded rank then we can compute the whole tree in polynomial time. This will allow us to convert T-reductions into truth-table reductions.
In the next lemma we determine f(r; d; l), the maximal number of nodes in a tree with rank less than r, degree d and depth l. The degree is the maximal number of successors of a node, the depth is the length of the longest branch. For example s(id k ) = s(# k ) = k + 1. Since there exist cheatable sets not in P, there may in general exist (k; g) p -approximable sets A with k < s(g) which are not in P (in fact one can show that this is the case for k > 1). Let us call a set A g-easily approximable if A is (s(g)?1; g) p -approximable. Using the proof of 26, Theorem 3.4] instead of the proof of the Cardinality Theorem, Lemma 6.6 can be generalized as follows:
( ) If A is g-easily approximable then there is an A-approximation of bounded rank. Since the existence of an A-approximation of bounded rank implies that A is recursive, we cannot weaken the hypothesis of ( ) to \(s(g); g)-approximable". Hence ( ) is tight. Corollary 6.10 (2), (3) below hold more generally for \g-easily approximable" instead of \easily countable".
In the following we say that a set A is T-easy if every T-reduction to A can be turned into a tt-reduction, i.e., f p T A implies f p tt A, or in other words, FP A FP A tt . For instance, every tally set is T-easy. Lemma 6.7 If there exists an A-approximation of bounded rank then A is T-easy. Proof: Assume that f = M A where M () is a polynomial time bounded oracle machine. Let g be an A-approximation of rank r. Then we can compute in polynomial time for every x a subtree of the query tree of M () (x) which contains the path determined by oracle A. The queries in this subtree are then used in the tt-reduction.
The subtree is computed as follows: On input x, compute the query tree of M () (x) in a breadth-rst fashion, but extend only those branches that are consistent with g. Say in step i we expand the nodes in level i. Let x 1 ; : : :; x k be the list of all queries which have been discovered so far. We extend a branch from level i to level i + 1 only if there exists a string v 2 g(x 1 ; : : :; x k ) such that every x j which is queried on the branch receives the answer v j].
Let T i be the subtree consisting of all branches that are extended to level i + 1. Since these branches are consistent with g it follows that the rank of T i is less than r. By Lemma 6.3, T i has at most f(r; 2; i) many nodes. Since i is bounded by a polynomial in jxj we can do step i, and hence the whole construction, in polynomial time.
Note that in the tt-reduction from the previous proof only queries from the computation tree of M () appear. If A is self-reducible via M () then we may assume w.l.o.g. that all queries in the computation tree of M () (x) are shorter than x. So, the corresponding tt-reduction is a tt-self-reduction of A. Thus, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 6.8 If A is self-reducible and there exists an A-approximation of bounded rank then A is tt-self-reducible.
Our next results shows that no intractable d-self-reducible set can be T-reduced to an approximable T-easy set. We do not know whether every self-reducible and easily countable set is in P, but we can show the corresponding result for easily approximable sets: Theorem 6.11 If A is self-reducible and easily approximable then A 2 P. Proof: Let A be self-reducible and (a; b) p -recursive via f with a > b 2 . By Corollary 6.8 we may assume that A is tt-self-reducible. The following algorithm decides A in polynomial time.
On input x compute b iterations of the tt-self-reduction. We get a tree of depth b with x at the root where the direct successors of each inner node y are the elements to which y is tt-self-reduced. Let fx 1 ; : : :; x k g be the set of all elements in this tree, with x = x 1 . Compute all characteristic strings 2 f0; 1g k that are consistent with f (i.e., for all pairwise distinct x i 1 ; : : :; x i b , f(x i 1 ; : : : ; x i b ) and agree in at least a components) and consistent with the self-reduction (i.e., the values at level i are computed from the values at level i + 1 by the corresponding truth-tables). We claim that 1] = A (x) independent of . Hence we may just output 1] for some consistent . Since we can compute the set of all consistent strings inductively for fx 1 ; : : : ; x i g, But then 1 and 2 di er in b components which is impossible.
Since ( A (x 1 ); : : :; A (x k )) is a consistent string, the algorithm is correct. Pre x(C) is (3; 2) p -verbose (relative to B C): Given (0 n ; y); (0 m ; y 0 ), jyj n, jy 0 j m. Since Length(C) is supersparse we can decide relative to C in polynomial time the membership of at least one of the inputs if n 6 = m. Now suppose that n = m. If y is a pre x of y 0 then (0 n ; y 0 ) 2 Pre x(C) ) (0 n ; y) 2 Pre x(C)], so we exclude (0; 1). If y 0 is a pre x of y we exclude (1; 0). If they are incomparable we exclude (1; 1).
Similarly it is shown that Pre x(C) is c-cylinder.
Finally we de ne S = f(0 n ; y) : (9z 2 C) jyj jzj = n^y z]g. Clearly S 2 NP B C .
S is p-selective: Given (0 n ; y); (0 m ; y 0 ), jyj n; jy 0 j m. As above, if n 6 = m we can decide membership of at least one of the inputs in polynomial time. If n = m the selector function outputs the minimum of y; y 0 w.r.t. .
Pre x(C) p 2-tt S (it is even a 2-parity reduction): Given y, jyj n. If y 2 f1g then (0 n ; y) 2 Pre x(C) , (0 n ; y) 2 S]. Otherwise y 6 2 f1g , say y = y 0 01 s . Then (0 n ; y) 2 Pre x(C) , (0 n ; y) 2 S^(0 n ; y 0 1) 6 2 S]. Proof: Assume that A is a sparse T-complete set for NP. By a well-known result of Hartmanis 15] there is a tally set B 2 NP with A p tt B, so B is a tt-complete tally set.
Now suppose that C is an approximable tt-hard set for NP. Then SAT p tt B p tt C. Now we argue as in the proof of Theorem 6.9: There is a function f p T SAT which computes for every satis able formula a satisfying assignment. It follows that f p T B, and so f p tt B because B is T-easy. Hence we get f p tt C. Since C is approximable we can compute by Corollary 2.7 for each x in polynomial time a set of assignments such that if x 2 SAT then one of the assignments makes x true. This shows that SAT 2 P, i.e., P = NP.
The proof relativizes because for all oracles X there is a d-self-reducible NP Xcomplete set. This can be used instead of SAT in the proof above.
Conclusion
We have substantiated a conjecture of Amir, Beigel, and Gasarch 2] that natural sets are either p-superterse or in P. It seems likely that natural sets are either in P or not even reducible to an approximable set. We proved this for btt-reductions and came very close to a proof for tt-reductions. It should be noted that our results are shown without additional hypotheses like the collapse of PH or NP P=Poly.
We do not know of any relativized counterexamples to the following conjectures which may therefore also be tractable, and which we recommend for further research.
Conjecture 8.1
(1) Every p tt -hard set for NP is p-superterse unless P = NP.
(2) If A is self-reducible and easily countable then A 2 P.
